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Abstract: In higher plants, hermaphrodites may genetically loose their male fertility
through the cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) system. In radish, a nuclear locus, denoted
Rfo, has evolved that is able to counteract the effect of CMS and restore the fertility. This
locus encodes three similar genes in tandem that belong to the pentatricopeptide repeat
(PPR) family and each gene encloses a tandem repeat of PPR motif. Among the hundreds
of members of this family, some play a role in the post-transcriptional gene regulation
in organelles (mitochondria and chloroplasts). In this study, we recently sequenced a
European non-restorer allelic locus and compare it to the original Rfo restorer allele to
investigate its evolutionary dynamics. We conducted bioinformatic analysis to determine
the putative border of tandem duplications both at protein motif level and at gene level.
Our results present the picture of complex evolution with multiple gene duplications at
a fast evolving locus.
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1 Introduction

In higher plants, cytoplasmic genes can sometimes prevent the formation of pollen, thus transform-
ing hermaphrodites into females (i.e., sterile males). The presence of nuclear genes namedRestor-
ers of fertility (Rf) allow the production of pollen in the presence of a male sterility-inducing cyto-
plasm. This control of the sexual phenotype in plants is knowned as nuclear-cytoplasmic male sterility
(CMS). CMS systems are constituted of two actors: a mitochondrial protein that causes male sterility,
and a nuclear gene that encodes a mitochondria-targeted protein able to impair the expression of the
sterility gene. All Rf genes identified so far (with the only exception of the Rf2 Texas maize restorer)
belong to the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) family [1,2].

The Rfo locus, first described in Asian radish cultivars and later introduced into Brassica, is
involved in the restoration of fertility in the Ogura CMS system. The nuclear restorer gene in theRfo-
Ogura system also encodes a protein belonging to the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) family [1,2].
The PPR gene family is a very large family in plants, with about 450 members inA. thaliana. Their
function is largely unknown, although some members proved to be involved in post-transcriptional
organelle gene regulation [3].
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Recent studies analysing chromosomes regions with duplicated PPR genes in rice and inA.
thaliana suggested high levels of recombination in these regions. Inaddition, restorer genes, be-
cause of their ability to adapt to specificity changing and fast evolving targets, evolve similarly to
resistance genes. Nevertheless, the evolutionary dynamics of these loci remains largely unknown.

In the Rfo locus, the restorer gene seems to have been duplicated: three genes encoding highly
related PPR proteins are present; however just one of the proteins is able to restorer fertility. We
recently sequenced a European maintainer allele of the Rfo locus. In this study, we analysed the
sequences of the restorer and maintainer alleles to mine thepossible evolutionary events that occurred
in each allele, and investigate the evolutionary dynamics of the Rfo locus.

2 Gene prediction and internal structure

We performed gene prediction and similarity search on the DNA sequences of both variants of the
Rfo locus. On the restorer variant, three PPR genes are located in tandem (one next to the other),
while on the maintainer variant two PPR genes are separated by a gene similar to MOS2. Hence, the
orthology relationships are non trivial between the two variants.

The internal structure in term of PPR motifs of each gene havebeen predicted with specific
Hidden Markov Models [5]. Essentially, the structure is similar for all genes, at the exception of the
loss of single PPR motif. Alignment at the motif level and phylogenetic analysis show that a group
of five adjacent PPR motif has been duplicated in block. The same signal appears in all genes of the
restorer locus, showing that the common gene internal structure has evolved before gene duplication
occurred.

3 Duplications in the maintainer locus

In our last step, we mine the signals of both sequence similarity between alleles and of duplications
inside the maintainer allele to predict the orthology or paralogy relationships between the PPR genes
of both alleles. The regions of internal sequence similiraty, determined with YASS [4], are multiple
and define boundaries of putative deletions and tandem duplications. The agreement of some bound-
aries lead us to propose a scenario comprising of at least twotandem duplications and one gene loss
during the evolution of the two alleles. Overall, these similarities point out the complexity of the
evolutionary process at work at the Rfo locus.
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